Introduction
As a candidate of a next generation nonvolatile memory, PRAM (phase-change random access memory) has attracted a lot of interests, because it includes non-volatility, high speed and low operation voltage. [1] [2] [3] PRAM utilizes a reversible structural phase-change between amorphous and polycrystalline states in GeSbTe-based chalcogenide materials, and Ge 2 Sb 2 Te 5 is a key phase-change material. [1] [2] [3] The writing operation of PRAM has two processes regarding phase-change. One is set operation. During set operation, a low and long electric current pulse is passed from a heater to Ge 2 Sb 2 Te 5 and the local joule heating occurs in Ge 2 Sb 2 Te 5 . Its temperature goes over its crystallization temperature, and it changes from amorphous (high resistance) to crystal (low resistance). [1] [2] [3] The other is reset operation. During reset operation, a high and short electric current pulse increases the temperature of Ge 2 Sb 2 Te 5 up to its melting temperature, and it changes from crystal to amorphous. [1] [2] [3] Under the practical writing operations of PRAM, it is apparent that Ge 2 Sb 2 Te 5 undergoes stress-change because the thermal expansion and the phase transformation of Ge 2 Sb 2 Te 5 induce or relieve the constraint from surrounding SiO 2 films. It is generally accepted that total stress is a sum of the thermal stress and the intrinsic stress.
4) The thermal expansion induces the thermal stress, because the thermal stress is known as a function of thermal expansion coefficient and heating temperature.
5) The phase transformation induces the intrinsic stress, because the intrinsic stress is known as the result of one or more of the following factors, (1) the lattice mismatch, (2) the film microstructure, and (3) the volume changes associated with chemical or metallurgical interactions. 4) Recently, it has been reported that the crystallization of Ge 2 Sb 2 Te 5 is accompanied with a considerable 6.5% decrease of thickness and a total tensile stresschange of 165 MPa during the heating up to 200 C (heating rate of 3 K/min). 6) It has been currently accepted that the total stress-change of Ge 2 Sb 2 Te 5 can be reduced when a capping layer on Ge 2 Sb 2 Te 5 has an inherently huge compressive stress. 7, 8) In this work, the effect of oxygen diffusion on the stress-hysteresis behavior of Ge 2 Sb 2 Te 5 was investigated for the first time. Furthermore, we firstly propose another approach to the stress reduction based on the compositional change of Ge 2 Sb 2 Te 5 , particularly due to oxygen diffusion into Ge 2 Sb 2 Te 5 .
Experiment
For the evaluation of the stress-hysteresis behavior, we fabricated four kinds of specimens, as shown in Fig. 1 . Because PRAM has the cell structure such that the bottom of Ge 2 Sb 2 Te 5 is mainly surrounded by SiO 2 layer, 1, 2) we fabricated the basic sample as follows, (1) deposition of a 100 nm SiO 2 film using plasma-enhanced-chemical-vapordeposition method at 673 K on Si-substrate (diameter: 5-inch, thickness: 625 mm), and (2) 9) TiN and Ti films were deposited at room temperature in argon atmosphere by using sputtering method.
Using a high temperature thin film stress measurement system, we applied thermal cycles to the samples. The thermal cycle has the following three steps, (1) heating from room temperature to 573 or 673 K at the rate of 8 K/min, (2) holding for 3 min at 573 or 673 K, and (3) furnace cooling to room temperature. The environment during the heat cycle was fixed to be 30 SCCM (standard cubic centimeter per minute) nitrogen atmosphere.
During the thermal cycle, we measured the radius of curvature of the samples by scanning the samples (scan size: 80% of wafer diameter, wavelength of laser beam: 780 nm). Total stress-change was calculated by the radius changes using Stoney equation, as shown in eq. (1).
10)
where Á total is a total stress-change, E s is an elastic modulus of Si-substrate (130 GPa 11) ), s is a Poisson's ratio of Sisubstrate (0.28 11) ), t s is a substrate thickness (625 mm), t f is a total thickness of deposited films, R s is an initial radius of curvature of the sample, and R is a radius of curvature of the sample during heat cycle. E s and s were assumed to be an elastic modulus and a Poisson's ratio of the sample in this study, respectively. Since total thickness of deposited films is two orders of magnitude thinner than substrate thickness, Stoney equation can be applicable to this work. 12) Total stress is compressive or tensile if the sample under stress will expand or contract, respectively, when the forces causing the stress are removed. 4) Generally, compressive stress is considered negative and tensile stress positive values. Using the four kinds of samples, XRD (X-ray diffraction) and AES (auger electron spectroscopy) analyses were carried out in order to define the phase-change and the compositional change of Ge 2 Sb 2 Te 5 based on the heat cycle.
Results and Discussion
Recently, stress-changes of Ta film with atmosphere, annealing time and temperature have been thoroughly examined. According to a report, the stress-change in air is much larger than that in nitrogen, 13) which has been explained by oxygen diffusion into Ta film. [13] [14] [15] The stresschange is increased with annealing temperature and time, and is directly proportional to the diffused oxygen content in Ta film. 13) Additionally, the large distance of oxygen diffusion into Ta film is understood to be due to the high diffusion rate of oxygen along the grain boundaries of the Ta. 13, 15, 16) In this paper, we investigated the effect of oxygen diffusion on the stress-hysteresis behavior of Ge 2 Sb 2 Te 5 , as shown in Fig. 2 . Figure 2 (a) presents the stress-hysteresis behavior of the basic specimen during a 573 and a 673 K thermal cycle. It is assumed that the hysteresis behavior is mainly due to the irreversible phase-change from amorphous to crystal by the heat cycle, which is assisted by the report that the crystallization of Ge 2 Sb 2 Te 5 starts at 473 K and completes at 573 K. 17) Besides, through XRD analysis using the basic sample, we confirmed that the as-fabricated Ge 2 Sb 2 Te 5 film was amorphous, while the 573 and the 673 K heat cycled Ge 2 Sb 2 Te 5 films changed to crystal. After the 573 K heat cycle, the stress-change of about 400 MPa is measured at room temperature. The stress-change is increased to about 700 MPa after the 673 K heat cycle.
To investigate the effect of the cycling temperature on the compositional change of Ge 2 Sb 2 Te 5 , we carried out AES analyses starting from the surfaces of Ge 2 Sb 2 Te 5 films, using the three basic specimens of the as-fabricated, the 573 and the 673 K heat cycled ones. AES is generally used to map the distribution of elements in the surface region of a solid material. 18) Etching performed sequentially with the acquisition of Auger spectra results in depth profiles, in which the peak intensity of element is measured as a function of etching time, 19) as illustrated in Figs. 2(b)-(d) . Therefore, etching time zero means the position of the surface. An element is identified by the energy position of the Auger peak, while the concentration of an element is related to the peak intensity. 18 cycled sample compared with the as-fabricated one. The source of oxygen is considered to be an impurity in the 30 SCCM nitrogen atmosphere during the heat cycle. We suppose that the vaporization of Te and Sb is not significant in this examination because GeSbTe is a qualified material in optical industry. 21) The decrease of peak intensity of Sb and Te near the surface in the 573 K heat cycled specimen is probably due to the increase of peak intensity of oxygen, because peak intensity of one element is reversely proportional to total peak intensity of all elements. 20) In the 573 K thermal cycled sample, the peak intensity of Ge near the surface compared with the interior is presumably higher due to the formation of germanium oxide. It has been widely understood that oxygen atoms are soluble in a GeSbTe-based material and some of them react with Ge atoms to form amorphous germanium oxides. 22, 23) The germanium oxides were segregated in the grain boundaries during crystallization. 22) As the cycling temperature increases from 573 to 673 K, the oxygen penetration seems to be more remarkable. Accordingly, it is summarized that the stress increase and the oxygen diffusion are more considerable, as the cycling temperature increases.
To define the relationship between the stress increase and the oxygen diffusion, it is very important to present the stress reduction achieved by inhibiting the oxygen penetration. Therefore, we introduced the capping method as shown in Fig. 1 . Since Ge 2 Sb 2 Te 5 film of the as-fabricated basic specimen is amorphous, those three capped specimens should also be amorphous. It means that the capping processes should be conducted under the temperature of 473 K. 17) We capped Al 2 O 3 film at 393 K by using PEALD method to obtain high quality Al 2 O 3 film at low temperature. 9) TiN and Ti films were capped at room temperature in argon atmosphere by using sputtering method. Through XRD analysis for the three capped samples, it was clear that all the as-fabricated Ge 2 Sb 2 Te 5 films were amorphous, while all the 673 K heat cycled Ge 2 Sb 2 Te 5 films changed to crystal. Figures 3 and 4 show the effect of 673 K thermal cycle on AES depth profiles and the stress-hysteresis characteristics of the three capped specimens, respectively. In Fig. 3 , only the Al 2 O 3 -and the TiN-capped ones present the shallower oxygen penetration depth into Ge 2 Sb 2 Te 5 after 673 K thermal cycle, compared with the basic one. In Fig. 4 , only the Al 2 O 3 -and the TiN-capped ones have the smaller stress-changes measured at room temperature, compared with that of the basic one (about 700 MPa) after a 673 K heat cycle. Based on the Figs. 3 and 4 , samples with the shallower oxygen penetration depth into Ge 2 Sb 2 Te 5 have the smaller stress-changes. It is apparent that capping methods do not derive important effects on the stress-change, because the sputtered group showed different stress characteristics and the small stress-change group was capped in different methods.
The stress increase by the oxygen penetration can be explained as the lattice distortion of Ge 2 Sb 2 Te 5 . Since the atomic size of oxygen is quite smaller compared with those of Ge, Sb and Te, oxygen is probably located at tetrahedral interstitial sites of Ge 2 Sb 2 Te 5 . [22] [23] [24] [25] Since the volume of the interstitial site is not sufficiently large for the oxygen to occupy it, an oxygen atom occupying the tetrahedral site is known to distort the unit cell, 24, 25) which results in the strain field in the film. 25) 
Summary
For the stress reduction of Ge 2 Sb 2 Te 5 , capping a layer with inherently huge compressive stress has been known as the unique approach. In this paper, another approach in view of the oxygen diffusion into Ge 2 Sb 2 Te 5 is firstly presented. It is observed in the basic sample that the stress increase and the oxygen diffusion are more significant as cycling temperature increases. The impurity in the atmosphere during the heat cycle is probably the oxygen source. It is also presented in the three capped samples that stress-change is decreased compared with that of the basic one, only when a capping layer on Ge 2 Sb 2 Te 5 blocks the oxygen diffusion effectively. Through the study, it is found out that the lattice distortion of Ge 2 Sb 2 Te 5 by oxygen diffusion has a considerable effect on the stress increase.
